
advantageously matched to the desired imaging goals.
The energy windowing technique, used by gamma cam
eras before EWA, is a simple form of energy weighting,
in which all weights are either 0 or 1. Beck ( 7,8)
suggested that the event weight should, ideally, change
gradually from positive to negative values in going from
the high energy side of the normal window towards
lower energies. This work details the methodology by
which the weighting functions used in clinical and
phantom imaging (1,2,5) were produced.

The energy weighting technique requires weighting
functions that produce good results under realistic im
aging conditions. To determine a viable weighting func
tion, it is necessary to deal with the greatly increased
number of degrees of freedom that become accessible
with the transition from simple windows. We no longer
deal with a small number ofenergy window widths and
centroids, but rather with several spatial distribution
parameters for each of many 1-keV wide energy bins.
The performance characteristics of the gamma camera
must be considered in conjunction with the physics of
Compton scattering in clinically realistic environments.
Image characteristics must be quantified in ways that
allow representation of a variety of system response
criteria. The point response is used as a flexible corn
putational base to incorporate the essential physical
attributes needed to derive general purpose weighting
functions.

ThEORY

Data produced by even the best instruments are
flawed by the imperfect response ofthe instrument and
by interference from the local environment. We con
sider a geometry in which the gamma camera is in the
x',y' plane, with the patient above that plane, at positive
z' coordinates (2). The gamma camera's output is
described by the energy-dependent point spread func
tion (EPSF), P(x-x',y-y',E,z'), which relates the flux of
events out of the gamma camera to the distribution of
activity in the patient. We assume that P(x-x',y-y',E,z')
is shift-invariant; that is, a function of x-x' and y-y',
but not x', y', x, and y, separately. The variables x', y',
and z' are the coordinates of points within the patient,
d(x',y',z') is the distribution of radioactivity, and x, y,

Energy-weighted acquisition (EWA) is an image filtering
technique, with a differentspatial filter(weightingfunction)
for each energy. The imaging characteristics of EWAare
governed by the weighting functions used during the ac
quisitionof the image. The determinationof weighting
functionsis morecomplicatedthan the determinationof
energy windows inconventionalimagingbecause the num
ber of degrees of freedom is much greater. Amethodology
by which weighting functions can be produced is de
scribed. The weighting function is determined by minimiz
ing a generalized chi-square with variable contributions
from coefficients quantifying key image characteristics,
e.g., signal-to-noise ratio, spatial resolution, and scatter
fraction. Varying the importance of these characteristics
gives us a workable function-generation tool, able to ad
dress a variety of dinical needs. The resulting weighting
functions exhibit good scatter reduction properties at var
ious scatter depths, as demonstrated by measurements
of line source response functions in a scattering medium
at depths from 5 to 14 cm. Energy weighting can also be
usedto compensatefor collimatorpenetrationfrom high
energy gamma rays. Weighting functions are tested in the
laboratory using both planar and SPECT phantoms.

J NucIMed 1991;32:343â€”349

nergy-weighted acquisition (EWA) involves a fun
damental change in the way data is utilized for gamma
ray imaging (1,2). EWA reduces the effects of Compton
scattering, the principal image degradation mechanism
of nuclear imaging (3â€”5).It is here that EWA provides
the greatest contribution to image quality. Energy
weighting can also reduce the effects of high energy

penetration through the collimator (1), a common

problem for isotopes like iodine-123 (6), which has high
energy contaminant gamma rays in addition to the 159
keV gamma ray used in imaging. More generally, since
EWA is a flexible image ifitering technique, with a
different spatial filter (weighting function) for each en
ergy, total system performance can be improved and
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and E are the measured camera coordinates of detected
events and the energy signal of detected events (keV).
The flux of events detected by the gamma camera,
/(x,y,E), is related to the actual distribution of radio
activity, d(x',y',z'), by

q@(x,y,E)= K fdz' fdx' fdy'

P(x-x',y-y',E,z') d(x',y',z'),

where K is a normalization factor.
The final image, I(X,Y), is built from the gamma

camera output, 4(x,y,E). EWA utilizes an energy-de
pendent spatial filtering operator, operating on the out
put of the gamma camera to produce the final image.
The final image, I(X,Y), is given by:

I(X,Y) = C fdx fdy fdE @(x,y,E)w(X-x,Y-y,E).
Eq.2

The weighting function, w(X-x,Y-y,E), embodies
knowledge about the instrument response and the local
environmental factors, e.g., Compton scattering. The

factor C accounts for the instrumentation and study
parameters that link the final image to the input flux,
e.g., study duration and pixel size. An important special
case is a point source ofunit strength with a distribution
that may be described as a Dirac delta function:

d@1@@(x',y',z')=

Substituting the point distribution, Equation 3, into the
relation for the output ofthe gamma camera, Equation
1, we have

@ = K fciz' fdx' fdy'

P(x-x',y-y',E,z')5(x')t5(y')Ã¶(z'),

q5@1@1(x,y,E)= K P(x,y,E).

The image ofthis point source is by definition the point
spread function, p,@(X,Y),which is a convolution of the
EPSF and the weighting function:

p,@(X,Y) = K fdx fdy fdE w(x-x,Y-y,E) P(x,y,E).

Eq. 6

The objective here is to find a well-behaved function
which satisfies Equation 6 such that: p,,,(X,y)@ no

scatter point source image. Important considerations in
seeking a solution are that statistical noise is minimized,
the response is stable against energy variations in the
camera, and the output is valid over an appropriate
range of scatter depth.

METHOD
Measurementof the EPSF

Function generation begins with a measurement of the
EPSF for each isotope and for each collimator for which

weighting functions are sought. We collect signals from a
gamma camera that is viewing a point-like source at position
(X0,Y0)@ (0,0)embeddedin a scatteringmedium. The EPSF
depends on z', since this variable effects the spatial resolution
ofthe collimator, and the scattered radiation. In our weighting
function determination, we utilize data from a single scatter
depth. We investigated the use of EPSFs from multiple scatter

Eq. 1 depths, but found that the use of a single depth provided
weighting functions that had good scatter removal over the
range of scatter depths applicable to clinical imaging (1,2).
The energyresponseof the gamma camera is first calibrated
by exposing the camera to the gamma rays ofthe three isotopes
americium-24l, cobalt-57, and barium-l33; or alternatively
thallium-20l, technetium-99m, and gallium-67. The energy
resolution is checked and the gamma camera pulse-height (Z)
to energy (E) relation is derived (9). The spatial resolution
and distance scale (cm/pixel) is measured with a pencil-beam
cobalt-57 source.

Event-by-event list mode acquisition of data from a point
source of activity is acquired. The point source is centered in
the field of view of the gamma camera and is embedded in
scattering material (Plexiglas) with scatter material both in
front of the source (between the camera and the source) and
behind the source. Centering the point source in the field of
view is an acceptable approximation of general imaging con
ditions since variations in camera response over the useful
field of view are small enough to be insignificant. About l0@
events are recorded on magnetic storage tape for subsequent
analysis. To form the EPSF in polar coordinates (origin di

Eq 3 rectly over the point source), each event is analyzed and
assigned to pixels (r,Z) where r = @JX2+ Y2. After all events
are processed, the pixel data are normalized to counts/cm2.
Finally, the pulse height data are transformed to absolute
energy (in keY) using the measured Z to E calibration. When
weighting functions derived from this data are used for imag
ing, the energy response of the imaging camera will be simi

I@ 4 larly calibrated so that it also produces an absolute energy

I@Aj. scale (2). The excellent intrinsic spatial resolution and line

arity of modern gamma cameras allows reliable transport of
weighting functions between camera systems that are cali

Eq. 5 brated to absolute energy. Figure 1 shows an isometric plot of
the EPSF for 67Ga, imaged with a medium-energy, parallel
hole collimator and at a scatter depth of 7 cm.

GeneralizedChi-square
To calculate weighting functions, we must establish clear

and mathematically definable imaging goals. We wish to
reproducethe samepoint sourceimagewhetheror not a
scattering medium or other background is present. With the
EPSFmeasured,Equation6 could be directlysolvedto deter
mine w(X-x,Y-y,E). Such a solution, however, is unacceptable
due to the lack of constraint on image noise and important
detector system parameters. Instead of solving the linear re
lation ofEquation 6, we pose a minimization problem involv
ing a few important parameters with adjustable coefficients to
control their relative contributions. This control will allow the
minimization to produce solutions with a good balance of
imaging characteristics. This situation is analogous to colli
mator selection where sensitivity is traded off relative to
resolution to meet the desired imaging goals.

Ideally, the solution we seek is one that produces a point
response in scatter resembling the point response with no
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The terms x2,N2and 52are definedbelow.This parameter is
constructed so that smaller values of Q represent better im
aging characteristics.

The resolutionterm is

x2 ff dXdY (pjX,Y) â€”pideal(XX))2c(XX),

93keV
@ I83keV

1O@

300 keV

E

FIGURE1
Energy-dependent point source response function for gallium
67 at 10 cm scatter depth. The point source response is
plotted over the entire energy range used in function genera
tionfor thisisotope.

background.The backgroundcould be composedof, for cx
ample, scattered events or events from higher energy gamma
rays that penetrate the collimator. The image noise should be
minimized, and the noise characteristic needs to be balanced
against improvements in scatter content (Fig. 2). The weight
ing function must be well behaved for energy variations typical
ofthe actual detector and with respect to the amount of scatter
material. A weightingfunction producinggood results only
overa smallrangeof scatterdepthswouldbe unacceptablein
the clinicalenvironmentwherethe scatter depths are largely
unknown.

We measure the degree of correspondence to the ideal
solution with a chi-square-like resolution term which we add
to a generalizedchi-square parameter, Q, with adjustable
coefficients, ax, aN,as, to balance the importance of resolution,
noise, and stability, respectively:

Q = axx2+ aNN2+ a,S2.

PSFswith variousweightingfunctions(gallium-67)

Eq. 8

where PW(X,Y)is the PSF with EWA described by Equation 6
and @@,(X,Y)is the desired PSF with realistic resolution for
the collimator and detector (e.g., PSF with a point source and
no scatter). The function f,@(X,Y)alters the importance of
different radii of the point image. A simple but useful radial
dependance is f,@(X,Y)= r1',where r = â€˜v'X2+ Y2. With this
formulation, as b becomes larger, the tails of the point image
influence x2 more. In clinical imaging, the distribution of
interest is usually degraded by the scatter background from
neighboring regions. The magnitude of this effect can be
modified to control the impact of extended source distribu
tions. We found that b = 1 incorporates the influence of the
distance scatter tails to a degree that is approximately the
sameas clinicalapplications.

The manifestationsof statisticalnoise must be acceptable
ifthe weighting function is to be useful. The noise in an EWA
image is more complicated than simple Poisson noise ( 7). It
is a function of the scatter depths and the activity in the
neighboring region. We define a measure of the statistical
noise for our test point source as

N2 f dE W(E)2 P'(E).

10

5cm

10cm

radius

Eq.9

In this expression,W(E)2is the weightingfunction squared,
integrated over space,

W(E)2 j'f dx dy w(x,y,E)2,

and P'(E) is the energy spectrum, integrated over space,

P'(E) = 55 dX dY p(X,Y,E)f@(X,Y).

Eq. 10

Eq.ll

The function fE(X,Y)serves the same purpose as the function
f,@(X,Y)of Equation 8 and is usually of the same functional
form. Equation 9 is proportional to the noise variation for a
uniform sheet source, if fE(X,Y)= râ€•(as above) with b = 1. A
single number that measures the noise in an image cannot
completely account for all the noise characteristics associated
with an image. This representation is used in deriving weight
ing functions that have demonstrated good noise properties
for planar and SPECTphantoms.

The energy variation from point to point in a modern
gamma camera is small, yet energy variations can arise from
residual errors in the energy correction mechanisms or from
photomultiplier gain variations. The weighting functions
should be made insensitiveto energyvariationson the order
of intrinsiccamera response(Fig. 3). To guide the weighting
function calculation, we define an energy variation measure.
Consider the effectof an energyoffseton the output of the
weighting function. Let

52 1/2(@ + @2)2,

Eq. 7

FIGURE2
Point response functions for various we@hfiog functions for
gallium-67exhibitinggood resolution but increased pixel
noise, less pixelnoise but poor resolution, and an intermediate
functionexhibitingacceptablenoiseand resolution.

good resolution, less noisy, acceptable noise
but noisy but poor resolution and resolution

Eq.l2
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Counts in peak, relative to unshifted We define a dimensionless gradient, @y,with a magnitude of
unity:

ow1
-y= @/@(@)2 Eq.l5

For each step in the search, the weighting function is altered
along the direction of steepest descent by

w *â€”w- â€”@ Eq. 16

The minus sign above ensures that the generalized chi-square
decreases.The startingpoint for the searchis either the stand
ard window function or a previously computed weighting
function.

During the weighting function search, two constraints are
imposed. First, the normalization of the weighted PSF is
required to match that of the standard window PSF. This
constraint keeps the number of counts of the weighted image
comparable to the response of the standard window, and it
inhibits the search routine from seeking out null solutions, for
in the generalized chi-square formulation, a null weighting
function could produce a favorable chi-squared value by pro
ducing a zero noise and stability term. Second, the values for
the different components of the weighting function are kept
within limits required by the imaging hardware discussed
below.

Implementation of Energy-Weighted Acquisition
The EWAtechnique has been implementedin a pre-proc

essing configuration with dedicated hardware, a weighted
acquisition module (WAM). The WAM processes event infor
mation from the camera, and provides a standard image
acquisition device with the information necessary to assemble
the final processed image (1,2). The WAM contains two 128
x 128 pixels, signed, real number â€œread-add-writeâ€•buffer

memories that allow it to assemble information used to deter
mine the image value on an event-by-event basis. By using
these buffer memories, the WAM processes events with real
valued weighting functions, yet uses unblank pulses (an integer
system) for building images. The buffer memory is not used
for image display, but only as an intermediate step in the
image formation process. It records negative and fractional
values, while the image acquisition device records positive
integer values. Two simultaneously acquired images, each
processed by independent weighting functions, are available
from the WAM, providing the opportunity to acquire a
weighted image together with a standard window image, or to
directly compare two weighting functions.

The spatial template ofthe weighting function is a 21-pixel
kernel (a 5 x 5 region, less four corner pixels) covering an
area about 16 mm in diameter when using a 39-cm circular
field of view camera. The weighting function is described by
four spatial components: one for the central pixel, one for the
four side neighbors, one for the four corner neighbors, and
one for the 12 pixels forming a ring around these, minus the
corners. The weighting function is digitized in energy into 1-
keV increments. Figure 4 shows the kernel distribution and a
representative weighting function.

Eq 14 For each event, the energy is digitized and the discrete

energy value is used as an index for the table of weighting

OQ

% gainshift

106 ___________ __________

1.04

I.02

0.98

0.96

0.94

0.92

0.9 ________________________ ________________________

FIGURE 3
Relative counts in the peak of a gallium-67 point source
response. Curvesfora 15% energy window,a stable weight
ing function, and a less stable weighting function are plotted
as a function of percent gain shift relative to no gain shift.

where @Â±is the response when the energy spectrum is shifted,
minus the response with no shift:

@Â±= ff dX dY (@ftCdÂ± I keV (X,Y)

â€” p@Â°@â€•1@(X,Y) x f@(X,Y)). Eq. 13

The function f5(X,Y) is the same as fE(X,Y) and f,@(X,Y)
described above. As the weighting function becomes less sen
sitive to energy variations, the values of @Â±will decrease.

The weighting function should provide a reduction in scat
ter content and acceptable imaging characteristics over the
range of scatter depths found in the clinic. It is possible to
incorporate multiple depths in the generalized chi-square.
Alternately, a single representative depth can be used and the
resulting weighting function checked afterwards for an ac
ceptable depth dependence. This latter procedure is the one
we have chosen, as it is less computationally intensive and
experience has shown that the weighting functions we have
generated tend to be well behaved with scatter depth. Exam
ples of this dependence are shown below in the experimental
verification section.

Gradient Search
A gradient search method (10) is used to find a weighting

function that minimizes the generalized chi-square defined
above. The method is able to handle non-linear constraints
and is stable against input data noise. The main problem with
this method is that it is a computationally intense, iterative
procedure.

In the gradient search procedure, all components of the
weighting function are incremented simultaneously. The rel
ative magnitudes are adjusted so that the resultant search
pattern is along the direction of maximum variation of the
chi-square. The direction of maximum variation is found by
computing the gradient, VQ:

V -@ Q(w@+ @w@)- Q(w@)
(@ @w1
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13 1, and xenon = 133 were also calculated and vali

dated in phantom and clinical trials.

DISCUSSION

The simplifications incorporated into the generalized
chi-square can lead to weighting functions that satisfy
the minimization condition, but in some respect are
unacceptable for clinical imaging. Unacceptable PSF,
unusual noise characteristics, flood nonuniformity, or
poorly-behaved scatter depth dependence can occur. A
methodology has been developed to systematically
check weighting functions for these kinds of behavior.
The experimental verification proceeds from simple
radioisotope distributions to more complex tomo
graphic applications. Finally, the weighting funtions are
validated by testing in the clinic.

Candidate weighting functions should provide a re
duction in scatter contribution throughout the range of
scatter depths important in clinical imaging (1). To
verify this, line spread functions (LSF) are measured
for a line source of activity (length larger than the
gamma camera diameter) positioned behind 5.0, 9.8,
and 13.9cm ofsoft tissue equivalent scattering material.
Figure 5 is an example of comparison of candidate
weighting function LSFs and standard windowed LSFs
for thallium-20l . The candidate weighting function
significantly reduces the scatter contribution over this
range of scatter depths.

To visualize and to quantify more imaging charac
teristics of the test weighting functions, image data are
acquired for a simple planar phantom (Schramrn phan
tom, Ana Sim, Inc.) and a uniform sheet source, imaged
at various depths with Plexiglas interposed as a soft
tissue equivalent scattering medium. An example of a
Schramm phantom study is shown in Figure 6 for
thallium-20l, comparing two weighting functions and
a standard window image. Profiles through the 100%
cold region and through the 100% hot region in the
50%uniformsectionarepresented.Ifa weightingfunc
tion fails to produce visually and quantifiably superior
images, that weighting function is not considered for
clinical testing.

For weighting functions with tomographic applica
tion, functions are tested by imaging a SPECT phantom
(Data Spectrum Corp.) loaded with 100% cold spheres,
hot rods, and a uniform section. Data are acquired in
128 x 128 format and sampled for 128 projections. The
test weighting function and a standard window are
acquired simultaneously and are backprojected using
the same reconstruction filter. The optimal reconstruc
tion filter for the backprojection of the weighting func
tion data is likely to be different than that for the
standard windowed data. The same reconstruction filter
is used, however, to evaluate the effect of the weighting
function compared to the standard window, independ
ent of reconstruction effects. While some weighting

FIGURE 4
Weightingfunction and spatial kernel used in the weighted
acquisition module. The four spatial components of a repre
sentative weighting function for thallium-201, along with the
correspondingenergy spectrum, are shown as a functionof
energy.

values. The weighting value for the center of the kernel is
added to the buffer memory at the event position. The new
value is then checked:if it is +1.0 or more, the integervalue
is removed from memory and converted into a series of one
or more unblank pulses, i.e., equal to the net integer value of
the event. The position signals from the gamma camera are
then transmitted to the image acquisition device with the
original coordinates and resolution. The weighting values for
the other 20 pixelsaround the kernelcenter are added to the
corresponding buffer pixels as data for future reference, i.e.,
when a subsequent event occurs in one of these pixels.

RESULTS

Using the function generation method described
above, weighting functions have been calculated for a
variety of isotopes and collimators. Our first efforts
were concentrated on technetium-99m, thallium-201,
and gallium-67. These isotopes provide a range of
gamma ray imaging problems. Technetium-99m pro
vides an example of scatter removal from an isotope
with only one gamma-ray emission. The influence of
the scattering ofhigher energy emissions into the energy
range oflower energy emissions is a major complicating
factor for galhium-67. When using thalhium-20l, the
imaging problems associated with broad X-ray emis
sions are of major concern. The X-rays are composed
of several different energy emissions closely spaced so
that small angle scattering from higher energies overlap
the lower primary energies. For imaging problems that
are related to the detected energy spectrum, our meth
ods have proven to be robust enough to effect some
improvement (1,2,5). Following this initial experience,
weighting functions for indium- 111, iodine- 123, iodine

50

E(keV)
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FIGURE 5
Line spread response function for a
representative weighting function for
thallium-201at 5.0, 9.8, and 13.9 cm
scatter depth. The weighting function
is derived from data from a single scat
ter depth, but is effective at reducing
the scattercontributionover a rangeof
scatter depths relevant to clinical nu
clear medicine imaging.

13.9cmdepth .:

functions perform better for SPECT application than
others, in our experience, weighting functions that pro
duce acceptable planar images also produce acceptable
SPECT images (1,5).

When acceptability has been established for the LSF,
planar phantom image, and SPECT phantom image,

A

I
B Profilethrougha 100%hotregion

embedded in a 50% hot region

350

300

250

200

150

100

50

0

the weighting function is tested in a clinic to evaluate
the weighting function's performance for a variety of
applications. During this trial, the weighting function is
always imaged simultaneously with a standard window
image for comparison. Images are evaluated by nuclear
medicine physicians for impressions ofoverall perform

I
C Profilethroughacoldregion

embedded in a 100% hot region
500

window function I function 2 window function 1 function 2
FIGURE 6
Example of performance of two weighting functions for gallium-67. (A)Images of a Schramm phantom imaged with a medium
energycollimatorwith7 cmof scattermaterial.Fromleftto right,the imageswereacquiredusinga normalwindow,weighted
acquisition with weighting function 1, and weighted acquisition with weighting function 2. (B) Profiles of the Schramm phantom
through a 100% hot region embedded in a 50% hot region, and; (C) cold region embedded in a 100% hot region.
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ance and comparison with the standard window images.
If the short trial period is successful, a longer study is
initiated for evaluation of specific clinical protocols.
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